Relationship of mismatch negativity to background EEG and morphological findings in schizophrenia.
The present study assessed relationships of mismatch negativity (MMN) of schizophrenics with other markers; quantitative EEG (QEEG), computed tomography (CT) and psychopathological ratings. Patients were divided into two groups before treatment; group A consisted of patients with greater MMN amplitudes while patients with lower ones were assigned to group B. In QEEG, group A showed no significant differences compared to controls, except for fast beta in the frontal region. The finding of well-preserved QEEG in group A indicates their function is less distorted than in group B, who showed greater powers in slow waves, slow alpha and fast beta bands. The greater slow-wave power of group B may be related to the cognitive impairment reflected by attenuated MMN, which corresponded to greater dilation in lateral ventricles and Sylvian fissures of group B on CT. Conclusively, MMN have crucial relationships to other biological markers representing the psychopathology of schizophrenia.